
A curated website linking the art and 
design community directly with artists 

working in all media world-wide

http://www.artspecifier.com/


FEATURING  

MANY  DIFFERENT  PHOTOGRAPHERS

WORKING  IN UNIQUE  STYLES  INCLUDING  DIGITAL.  

http://www.artspecifier.com/


Joe Josephs is our most recent 
member  is a photographer 
working with the landscape, 
urban settings including bridges 
and subways.  He loves to 
photograph musicians.  Check 
out his work on 
www.artspecifier.com

http://www.artspecifier.com/


Caroyl Labarge, “#1000 Triptych”,  this abstract photograph is both colorful 
and mysterious, perfect for a hotel or hospital environment  

http://www.artspecifier.com/


VoxPhotographs INTERIORS

Vox Photographs, “Bingo Hall” from Camden Maine, also look through their  
complete collection of Vintage Photographs

http://www.artspecifier.com/mod/ophoto/index.php?albumid=530


LuAnn Ostergaard Abstract Moonscape in subtle light blue, dark 
blue, rust, grey, black and white tones. Evening moonrise over water 
with reflection. Digital abstract photograph.



Norm Stelfox  “Mexico 3” Photograph, grass roof.  An exhibiting 
member of Artspecifier.com    



Angela Cameron “ City lights” portfolio features city scenes at 
night only showcasing the bold lights of the cityscape  



Mike Sleeper “Chatham Dory” is part of the Kane Gallery’s collection 
of photographers and artists.  You can find more of his work on 
Artspecifier.com. 



Karen Ussery is a fine art photographer.  This photo “Tendrils Two” 
from her album of plants.  You can find more of Karen’s work on 
Artspecifier.com.

. 



Vivian Avery “Education” one of a series of sepia photos done by 
Vivian of Boston Architecture.  Represented by Kane Gallery and 
featured on Artspecifier.com



Joy Yagid, “Cape Cod Beach 0806” .  Joy is a self taught photographer 
and has been shooting since she was 8 years old.  Trial and error 
seems to be her teacher and has served her well.



Caroline Christie, “Queen Ann’s Lace” from her Wild Horses Album.
A unique approach to photographing this majestic animal.  See more 
of this series on Artspecifier.com



Taylor Jorjorian is an amazing abstract photographer shows his ability 
to capture the essence of the landscape in vibrant colors.  More of 
Taylor’s photos can be found on Artspecifier.com



Rob Glover “ Looking Up (Great American Tower) A special commission of 
photographic images by Rob Glover, see more of his work on 
Artspecifier.com



Caroyl Labarge  A Photographic Triptych of Flowers in a Landscape



Victoria Blumberg “015 Black Eyed Susan” As a photograph and a 
stained glass artist, Victoria has a fascination in flowers.  She 
concetrates on light and beauty in her photos.



Richard King “Waves Explode Against Jetty” A black & 
white image shows the dynamic energy of the sea captured 
at just the right moment.  More Images of Richard’s can be 
found on Artspecifier.com



Pam Viola  Washington DC, Photographic Landscape



Martha Spaak “Come Together” is from her Light & Air & Sea Series.  
More of Martha’s paintings and photographs can be found on 
Artspecifier.com



Lanoue Gallery, Maggie Taylor, pigmented 
digital print on paper, limited edition



Joy Doherty - English Garden, Photograph



Kane Gallery, Mike Sleeper,   “August Marsh”, Wellfleet  Photograph



Linda Plaisted- Artwork created in layers by hand with her original           
photographic images



Richard King – Photographer, Captures the sunset over the lake at the perfect time



Rich Collins, Photograph “Ephemeral Sunrise”



Karen Neuberg- “ Prickly Pears” 
come in a large variety of colors 
and sizes and are probably the 
most commonly found cacti in the 
desert. Karen resides in Mesa, AZ



Vox Photographs,  “New York City Landscape”



Bob Torrez,  From his Ballet Series”



LuAnn Ostergaard “New Path” one of the   
photos from her abstract series   
”



Jonathan Nourok- “Strawflower 148” is part of Nourok’s Botanical Series



Josein Vos- “ Michaelmas” Detail of a Chestnut Leaf in 
Fall colors .  Vos is from the Netherlands.



Allen Bruce Zee  “ The Old Mill Stream” Check Artspecifier.com to see more work 
by Allen and other photographers



David Fox “ Commonwealth Avenue, Boston” Fox has been a professional 
photographer since he earned his degree in 1982



Debby Krim , This is one of 80 different flower images 
from the “Color White Series”. Deborah is a Boston 
Artist.



Tom Kane, “Close Up Study from his” Oddities Series”



Pam Moxley, “Bubbles” Mixed Media Photograph 48” x 48 Pam Moxley, a self taught 
artist has spent the last 21 years pursuing her fascination with photography and mixed 
media. She is best known for her sepia images that are simple in composition yet complex 
in theme.



The FrozenZen "Asian Garden" series is a composition of lush tropical botanic impressions

The FrozenZen by Dutombe "Asian 
Garden" series is a composition of 
lush tropical botanic impressions and 
textured scenes of rich Asian culture. 
The linking element is the gracious 
elegance of shapes and delicate 
details as well as saturated hues of 
mainly reds and yellows. 



PLEASE SIGN ON TO THE
WEBSITE WWW.ARTSPECIFIER.COM TO 

SEE THE WORK OF EVEN MORE  
PHOTOGRAPHERS

../photography promotion

